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 : دوازدهمجلسه ی 

 

برای رفع اشکال و حل نمونه سوال برگزار  بصورت حضوریتیر  4این جلسه در تاری    خ 

پیش از کلاس در اختیار   reading comprehensionنمونه سوال یک . فایلی از شد 

 برای امتحان در کلاس انجام شود. 
ی

دانشجویان قرار گرفته بود تا بعنوان تمرین و آمادگ

ز  برای استاد پاسخ فایل مربوط به نمونه سوال را بصورت ایمیل دانشجویان غایب نیر

پاسخ درست فایل در جلسه ی آینده در سایت قرار خواهد گرفت. نمونه ی فرستادند. 

بارگزاری دانشگاه و سامانه ی سمالایو در سایت pdf سوال داده شده بصورت فایل 

 در ادامه ی این فایل ارایه شده است. ( نمونه سوال ). شد 
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 :   دوازدهمجلسه ی 

A: Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on page 76. 

Refer to the list of the new words as you encounter them in the passage. 

  

Culture Shock 

You have read about Tarzan's culture shock when he discovered that he was not 

a "white monkey" but a human being. Emily Carr preferred the culture of the 

First Nations people and the life she led on her explorations to the dresses and 

polite conversations of her own culture. You now know that First Nations culture 

did not include school or even business activity, people spent most of their time 

in nature or around the fire of their home talking, telling stories and making the 

things they needed to survive. 

 

Psychologists tell us that there are four basic stages that human beings pass 

through when they enter and live in a new culture. This process, which helps us 

to deal with culture shock, is the way our brain and our personality reacts to the 

strange new things we encounter when we move from one culture to another. If 

our culture involves bowing when we greet someone like Chinese people do, we 

may feel very uncomfortable in a culture that does not involve bowing. If the 

language we use when talking to someone in our own culture is influenced by 

levels of formality based on the other person's age and status, it may be difficult 

for us to feel comfortable communicating with people in the new culture. 

 



                                                                                                   

 

 

Culture shock begins with the "honeymoon stage". This is the period of time 

when we first arrive and everything about the new culture is strange and 

exciting. We may be suffering from "jet lag" but we are excited to be in the new 

environment, seeing new sights, hearing new sounds and language, eating new 

kinds of food. This honeymoon stage can last for quite a long time because we 

feel we are involved in some kind of great adventure. 

 

Unfortunately, the second stage of culture shock can be more difficult. After we 

have settled down into our new life, working or studying, buying groceries, doing 

laundry, or living with a home-stay family, we can become very tired and begin to 

miss our homeland and our family, friends, pets. All the little problems that 

everybody in life has seem to be much bigger and more disturbing when you face 

them in a foreign culture. This period of cultural adjustment can be very difficult 

and lead to the new arrival rejecting or pulling away from the new culture. This 

"rejection stage" can be quite dangerous because the visitor may develop 

unhealthy habits (smoking and drinking too much, being too concerned over 

food or contact with people from the new culture). This can, unfortunately lead 

to the person getting sick or developing skin infections or rashes which then 

makes the person feel even more scared and confused and helpless. This stage is 

considered a crisis in the process of cultural adjustment and many people choose 

to go back to their homeland or spend all their time with people from their own 

culture speaking their native language. 

 

The third stage of culture shock is called the "adjustment stage". This is when 

you begin to realize that things are not so bad in the host culture. Your sense of 



                                                                                                   

 

 

humor usually becomes stronger and you realize that you are becoming stronger 

by learning to take care of yourself in the new place. Things are still difficult, but 

you are now a survivor! 

 

The fourth stage can be called "at ease at last". Now you feel quite comfortable 

in your new surroundings. You can cope with most problems that occur. You may 

still have problems with the language, but you know you are strong enough to 

deal with them. If you meet someone from your country who has just arrived, 

you can be the expert on life in the new culture and help them to deal with their 

culture shock. 

 

There is a fifth stage of culture shock which many people don't know about. This 

is called "reverse culture shock". Surprisingly, this occurs when you go back to 

your native culture and find that you have changed and that things there have 

changed while you have been away. Now you feel a little uncomfortable back 

home. Life is a struggle! 

 

 

1. When does culture shock happen? 

A.   ?   when you reach your teens 

B.   ?    when you move to a big city 

C.   ?    when you meet foreign people for the first time 

D.   ?    when you go to live in a foreign culture 

2. How do you feel during the first stage of culture shock? 

A.   ?    lonely and depressed 



                                                                                                   

 

 

B.   ?    bored and homesick 

C.   ?    happy and excited 

D.   ?    angry and frustrated 

3. How do you feel during the second stage? 

A.   ?    homesick and afraid 

B.   ?    interested and amused 

C.   ?    stressed, but positive 

D.   ?    you have no particular feelings 

4. How could the third stage be described? 

A.   ?    adjustment 

B.   ?    rejection 

C.   ?    enthusiasm 

D.   ?    anger 

5. How do you feel during the fourth stage of culture shock? 

A.   ?    tense, but positive 

B.   ?    relaxed 

C.   ?    negative and stressed 

D.   ?    afraid 

6. Why might reverse culture shock be a problem? 

A.   ?    It hardly ever happens. 

B.   ?    It is extremely stressful. 

C.   ?    Most people do not expect it. 

D.   ?    It only happens to young people. 

7. The four basic stages of culture shock are: 

A.   ?    honeymoon, rehearsal, memorization, return 



                                                                                                   

 

 

B.   ?    honeymoon, rejection, adjustment, at ease at last 

C.   ?    honeymoon, rejection, reverse, at ease at last 

D.   ?    honeymoon, rehearsal, rejection, at ease at last 

8. What is the mysterious fifth stage of culture shock called? 

A.   ?    rehearsal culture shock 

B.   ?    reverse culture shock 

C.   ?    foreign culture shock 

D.   ?    unknown culture shock 

9. Why would people in the second stage of culture shock choose to spend 

all their time with people from their homeland? 

A.   ?    They are afraid to risk being uncomfortable with strangers 

and it is easier to stay with people from their own culture. 

B.   ?    They are afraid of skin diseases and want to hide from contact 

with foreigners. 

C.   ?    They feel that they can learn the new language by themselves 

and don't need contact with people from the new culture. 

D.   ?    They are only interested in going home. 

10.  What is the main idea of the passage? Write it in 2 lines.  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 


